
Solutions
for reading & writing

Summer



Every summer students, no matter what their level of achievement, experience 
learning losses when they don’t engage in educational activities during the summer. 

Research clearly shows that engaging children in learning opportunities at 
school and at home during the summer effectively prepares them for academic 
achievement in the coming year—preventing the summer slide and setting the 
stage for future success!

Scholastic provides the support your students need this summer—whether 
they’re struggling readers enrolled in a summer school program, or whether 
they need access to books and other practice materials to reinforce their 
reading and writing skills learned.  

Support for Summer School—Our high-interest materials give struggling readers 
the boost they need to get back on track and ready for the new school year.

Support for Summer SlIDe PreVeNTIoN—Our engaging resources help 
to maintain and increase the independent reading skills your students 
have worked so hard to build.

Whether your students are in school or at home this summer, Scholastic is 
ready to collaborate with you to provide the materials they need to succeed!

SCHOLASTIC: Partnering with you 
to make SUMMER A SUCCESS!

Scholastic education
800-387-1437

Schleducation@scholastic.com
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Welcome to LitCamp!
• A breakthrough model for lifelong literacy learning 

based on 7 Key Strengths to fortify every child

• An academically enriching series of lessons  
that brings children together to read powerfully, 
build knowledge and spend quality time 
with quality texts

• A literacy solution built for academic success  
and sustainable joy

• A program that opens a world of possible for all 
children as readers, writers, thinkers, and learners

LitCamp 
Bunk Grades Ideal for Students Who Have

Red K–1 Recently Completed Kindergarten

Orange 1–2 Recently Completed First Grade

Turquoise 2–3 Recently Completed Second Grade

Green 3–4 Recently Completed Third Grade

Blue 4–5 Recently Completed Fourth Grade

Purple 5–6 Recently Completed Fifth Grade

www.scholastic.com

Uniquely Effective Literacy Instruction, 
Seriously Fun—So Every Child Can Become a 
Super Reader, Super Writer, and Super Learner

Leader’s 
Guide
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P R E S E N T S

Summer has a wholE NEw SToRy!

Item # Title your 
Price*

BBI804676 LitCamp: Students between Grades K-1 $639.00

BBI804681 LitCamp: Students between Grades 1-2 $639.00

BBI804685 LitCamp: Students between Grades 2-3 $639.00

BBI804691 LitCamp: Students between Grades 3-4 $639.00

BBI804695 LitCamp: Students between Grades 4-5 $639.00

BBI804698 LitCamp: Students between Grades 5-6 $639.00

scholastic.com/litCamp

Created in partnership with the literacy organization 
LitWorld, and Pam Allyn, a world-renowned literacy 
expert, advocate, and author, LitCamp redefines the 
whole notion of summer school! This breakthrough 
summer literacy program combines innovative, 
research-based reading and writing lessons with an 
engaging and interactive summer camp approach. 
LitCamp brings a sense of joy, community, and 
accomplishment to both students and instructors!

The litCamp program includes:

•	 Easy to use lessons covering key reading,                    
writing, speaking, and listening skills 

•	 High-quality fiction and nonfiction books                          
for use during LitCamp and at home

•	 Engaging group activities
•	 Dedicated time for independent reading
•	 Instructional support for English                                        

language learners
•	 Tips for family engagement

LitCamp is designed for flexible implementation. 
Lessons can be formatted according to 4-, 5-,                
or 8-week program models.

Grades 

K-6

WRITING POWER: A Favorite Story Event 15
MIN

CLOSING CAMPFIRE 15
MIN

COMMUNITY LIT: Play Snapshot 15
MIN

12  

Copyright © LitWorld. All rights reserved. SCHOLASTIC and associated logos are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of Scholastic Inc.
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RULES FOR THE GAME: Today we’re going to play 

a game called Snapshot! You’ll close your eyes and 

I’ll choose three campers to pose in a snapshot, like 

a posed photograph, while the rest of you still have 

your eyes closed. Then I’m going to say, “Ready, Set, 

Snapshot!” and you can open your eyes. You’ll have 

15 seconds to look at the pose, and then I’m going to 

say, “Time’s up!” and the campers who were posed 

will sit. Then we’re going to see how many details you 

can remember about the pose. 

Note: If you have on hand some simple props, such as 

hats, sunglasses, or toys that you can add to a “snapshot,” 

you can add to the fun of the game. Encourage campers to 

be specifi c about what they observed in each “snapshot.” 

If needed, ask questions such as: Who was sitting in 

the chair? Who was smiling? What snapshot was your 

favorite? Why?

TEACH: Today we’ve been talking about using details 

when describing the story elements: the characters, 

setting, or events in a story we read. For your writing, 

you’re going to illustrate your favorite moment from 

Library Lion and tell or write a sentence to go with 

your picture. Include as many details as possible 

about the characters, setting, and event in your 

picture. The moment you pick can be one that is in 

the book, such as when Library Lion breaks the rules 

by roaring, or a moment that isn’t in the book, such 

as what Library Lion does when he leaves the library 

after saving Miss Merriweather. Remember how much 

information we got from Kevin Hawkes’s illustrations? 

Try to make your illustrations as detailed as his. 

TRY: What moment from Library Lion do you want to 

illustrate? Why? Turn and talk, share the moment with 

a partner, then get ready to draw and write.

CLARIFY: You’re going to create an illustration for 

Library Lion. Remember to include details that give 

information about the moment you’re illustrating. Tell 

or write about your drawing, too.

SHARE OUT: Have volunteers share their pages.

EL SUPPORT Help ELs add labels to their pictures 

using English words and words from their fi rst 

languages. For example, if a child’s favorite scene is 

when Mr. McBee fi nds the lion in the rain, you might 

suggest labeling the umbrella.

Review the words of the day and then have campers stand 

in a circle. Explain that you are going to use the words in 

sentences. Campers should clap if a sentence is true. If it 

sounds false, they should stamp their feet. You may also 

want to give volunteers time to correct false sentences 

or make up new sentences of their own—and have other 

campers clap if they think the new sentence is correct.

A library is a good place to eat breakfast. 

“No running” was one of Miss Merriweather’s rules.

When you describe something, you never give any 

details about it. 

The setting of a story, or where and when the story takes 

place, is one kind of story element.

WORD GAME: True or False?

REFLECTION QUESTION: Turn knee to knee and discuss this question with your partner. What did you 

learn about belonging from reading and discussing Library Lion? What makes you a valuable member 

of your community?

PRAISE AND AFFIRMATION: Offer concrete praise and affi rmation for reading steps or new things the 

campers have tried today and/or ways they have demonstrated one of the 7 Strengths.

SHOOTING STARS DANCE: Together with the rest of the group, throw shooting stars (pretend to throw 

a basketball into a hoop). The campers get to do a dance with the praise, or they can put it in their pockets.
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OPENING CAMPFIRE 15
MIN

  LESSON: 3 • UNIT: BELONGING  9
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UNIT GOAL
Through books and shared 

experiences, campers will 

appreciate the importance of 

belonging and develop their 

sense of belonging to the 

camp community.

OBJECTIVES
Reading: Campers will use illustrations and details from the story to describe story 

elements (characters, setting, and key events).

Listening and Speaking: Campers will act out a story utilizing details from the text 

and illustrations.

Writing: Campers will create their own illustrations and sentences about a favorite 

story event.

Library Lion
by Michelle Knudsen • Illustrated by Kevin Hawkes

Lions do not belong in libraries! Or do they? Campers will come to better 

appreciate the theme of belonging as they explore the characters, setting, 

and key details in this story about a lion who proves to the people in the 

library community that he does indeed belong. 

LESSON:

3
UNIT:

BELONGING

WELCOME 
Greet your campers by name as they enter. Invite them to put their 

personal items away and gather on the fl oor or other common area.

 OPENING SONG

“The Hello Song” 

 COMMUNITY BUILDING ACTIVITY

Bunk Identity

  Explain to campers that their community is the LitCamp Red 

Bunk. As a group, create and display a banner that identifi es the 

bunk. Teach or have campers customize a Bunk Cheer, which 

you might decide to use some days as an alternative to the 

transition song. 

 TRANSITION SONG

“Now We’re Ready”

 OPENING SONG
 OPENING SONG

 COMMUNITY BUILDING ACTIVITY
 COMMUNITY BUILDING ACTIVITY

 TRANSITION SONG
 TRANSITION SONG

MATERIALS 
FOR THE DAY

• Library Lion by Michelle Knudsen 

(leader’s copy and copies for campers)

• Story Elements chart created on chart 

paper or whiteboard

• Timer for the game of Snapshot

• Independent reading book baggies or 

self-serve bins with books inside 

• Campers’ journals, 

pencils, and crayons

WORDS OF THE DAY 

• describe: to tell what something or someone is like

• library: a place in the community where people can use books, 

computers, and magazines

• rules: statements about what you are and/or are not allowed to do

• story elements: the characters, story events (plot), and setting 

EL SUPPORT For children whose 

fi rst language is Spanish: point out 

the similarity between describir 

and the English term describe. Discuss 

the connection between the Spanish 

word for book, libro, and the English 

word library.

Whole Group Chart for Leader’s Use

Story Elements

Story Element Description

Character: 
Library Lion

Character: 

Miss  Merriweather

Character: 
Mr. McBee

Setting:
The Library

Event:
Library Lion 

becomes part of the 

library community.

Event: 
Miss  Merriweather 

gets hurt and Library 

Lion must help her.

Copyright © LitWorld. All rights reserved. SCHOLASTIC and associated logos are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of Scholastic Inc.

BOOK: Library Lion • LESSON: 3 • UNIT: BELONGING  89
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WRITING POWER: A Favorite Story Event 15
MIN

CLOSING CAMPFIRE 15
MIN

COMMUNITY LIT: Play Snapshot 15
MIN

12  
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RULES FOR THE GAME: Today we’re going to play 

a game called Snapshot! You’ll close your eyes and 

I’ll choose three campers to pose in a snapshot, like 

a posed photograph, while the rest of you still have 

your eyes closed. Then I’m going to say, “Ready, Set, 

Snapshot!” and you can open your eyes. You’ll have 

15 seconds to look at the pose, and then I’m going to 

say, “Time’s up!” and the campers who were posed 

will sit. Then we’re going to see how many details you 

can remember about the pose. 
Note: If you have on hand some simple props, such as 

hats, sunglasses, or toys that you can add to a “snapshot,” 

you can add to the fun of the game. Encourage campers to 

be specifi c about what they observed in each “snapshot.” 

If needed, ask questions such as: Who was sitting in 

the chair? Who was smiling? What snapshot was your 

favorite? Why?TEACH: Today we’ve been talking about using details 

when describing the story elements: the characters, 

setting, or events in a story we read. For your writing, 

you’re going to illustrate your favorite moment from 

Library Lion and tell or write a sentence to go with 

your picture. Include as many details as possible 

about the characters, setting, and event in your 

picture. The moment you pick can be one that is in 

the book, such as when Library Lion breaks the rules 

by roaring, or a moment that isn’t in the book, such 

as what Library Lion does when he leaves the library 

after saving Miss Merriweather. Remember how much 

information we got from Kevin Hawkes’s illustrations? 

Try to make your illustrations as detailed as his. 

TRY: What moment from Library Lion do you want to 

illustrate? Why? Turn and talk, share the moment with 

a partner, then get ready to draw and write.

CLARIFY: You’re going to create an illustration for 

Library Lion. Remember to include details that give 

information about the moment you’re illustrating. Tell 

or write about your drawing, too.

SHARE OUT: Have volunteers share their pages.

EL SUPPORT Help ELs add labels to their pictures 

using English words and words from their fi rst 

languages. For example, if a child’s favorite scene is 

when Mr. McBee fi nds the lion in the rain, you might 

suggest labeling the umbrella.

Review the words of the day and then have campers stand 

in a circle. Explain that you are going to use the words in 

sentences. Campers should clap if a sentence is true. If it 

sounds false, they should stamp their feet. You may also 

want to give volunteers time to correct false sentences 

or make up new sentences of their own—and have other 

campers clap if they think the new sentence is correct.

A library is a good place to eat breakfast. 

“No running” was one of Miss Merriweather’s rules.

When you describe something, you never give any 

details about it. The setting of a story, or where and when the story takes 

place, is one kind of story element.

WORD GAME: True or False?

REFLECTION QUESTION: Turn knee to knee and discuss this question with your partner. What did you 

learn about belonging from reading and discussing Library Lion? What makes you a valuable member 

of your community?PRAISE AND AFFIRMATION: Offer concrete praise and affi rmation for reading steps or new things the 

campers have tried today and/or ways they have demonstrated one of the 7 Strengths.

SHOOTING STARS DANCE: Together with the rest of the group, throw shooting stars (pretend to throw 

a basketball into a hoop). The campers get to do a dance with the praise, or they can put it in their pockets.
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OPENING CAMPFIRE 15
MIN

  LESSON: 3 • UNIT: BELONGING  9
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UNIT GOALThrough books and shared 
experiences, campers will 

appreciate the importance of 
belonging and develop their 

sense of belonging to the 
camp community.

OBJECTIVESReading: Campers will use illustrations and details from the story to describe story 

elements (characters, setting, and key events).

Listening and Speaking: Campers will act out a story utilizing details from the text 

and illustrations.Writing: Campers will create their own illustrations and sentences about a favorite 

story event.

Library Lion
by Michelle Knudsen • Illustrated by Kevin Hawkes

Lions do not belong in libraries! Or do they? Campers will come to better 

appreciate the theme of belonging as they explore the characters, setting, 

and key details in this story about a lion who proves to the people in the 

library community that he does indeed belong. 

LESSON:3 UNIT:BELONGING

WELCOME Greet your campers by name as they enter. Invite them to put their 

personal items away and gather on the fl oor or other common area.

 
OPENING SONG“The Hello Song” 

 
COMMUNITY BUILDING ACTIVITY

Bunk Identity
 

 Explain to campers that their community is the LitCamp Red 

Bunk. As a group, create and display a banner that identifi es the 

bunk. Teach or have campers customize a Bunk Cheer, which 

you might decide to use some days as an alternative to the 

transition song.  
TRANSITION SONG

“Now We’re Ready”

 
OPENING SONG

 
OPENING SONG 

COMMUNITY BUILDING ACTIVITY

 
COMMUNITY BUILDING ACTIVITY

 
TRANSITION SONG

 
TRANSITION SONG

MATERIALS FOR THE DAY• Library Lion by Michelle Knudsen 

(leader’s copy and copies for campers)

• Story Elements chart created on chart 

paper or whiteboard• Timer for the game of Snapshot
• Independent reading book baggies or 

self-serve bins with books inside 

• Campers’ journals, pencils, and crayonsWORDS OF THE DAY 
• describe: to tell what something or someone is like

• library: a place in the community where people can use books, 

computers, and magazines
• rules: statements about what you are and/or are not allowed to do

• story elements: the characters, story events (plot), and setting 

EL SUPPORT For children whose 

fi rst language is Spanish: point out 

the similarity between describir 

and the English term describe. Discuss 

the connection between the Spanish 

word for book, libro, and the English 

word library.

Whole Group Chart for Leader’s Use

Story Elements
Story Element

Description

Character: Library Lion

Character: Miss  Merriweather

Character: Mr. McBee

Setting:The Library

Event:Library Lion becomes part of the 
library community.

Event: Miss  Merriweather 
gets hurt and Library 
Lion must help her.

Copyright © LitWorld. All rights reserved. SCHOLASTIC and associated logos are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of Scholastic Inc.

BOOK: Library Lion • LESSON: 3 • UNIT: BELONGING  89
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Item # Title your 
Price*

BBI583931 Information in Action: 
Complete Set Grades K-5 $2,970.00

BBI583929 Information in Action: Grades K-2 $1,525.00
BBI583930 Information in Action: Grades 3-5 $1,615.00

scholastic.com/InformationInAction

Information in Action helps you create a summer school 
environment that fosters active inquiry while building 
essential reading and writing skills. Project-based instruction 
incorporating informational text provides kids with authentic 
purposes for reading and writing!

Each lesson follows a three-part sequence that allows 
for instruction, guided reading practice, and reflection. 
Suggestions for providing extra support for struggling 
readers are also included.

Flexible and clearly organized, Information in Action 
can easily be adapted to fit your summer school schedule. 
Explicit guidance, job-embedded professional learning, and 
ready to go model units show teachers how to implement 
the program every step of the way!

Project-based instruction to help kids REAd, 
wRITE, and RESEARCh with PURPoSE!

Grades 

K-5

Information in Action includes:

•	 Teacher’s Guide containing four classroom-tested 
teaching units, with step-by-step lessons, ideas 
for differentiating instruction and more

•	 A variety of Student Texts available in both print 
and digital formats

•	 Student Research Notebooks include graphic 
organizers, data-gathering charts, self-assessment 
tools, editing checklists, and more

•	 Quick Start Guide
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Reading,  Researching,  and Writing WithInformational  Text

The Most  Trusted Name In  Learning ®

The Most  Trusted Name In  Learning ®

i nformationin Action TM

Information in Action

Nell K. Duke
GRADE

2

TEACHER’S GUIDE

INFORMATION IN ACTION

42

43

Informative/Explanatory
UNIT 

3

READING AND RESEARCH

Students Will 

•	  Learn about the role 

of content-specific 

vocabulary. 

•	  Discuss how writers 

help readers figure 

out challenging words 

by providing clues to 

their meaning in the 

surrounding text.

•	  Use context to infer the 

meaning of unfamiliar 

words with peers.

CCSS 
RI.2.1 Ask and answer 

such questions as who, 

what, where, when, why, 

and how to demonstrate 

understanding of key 

details in a text. ,

RI.2.4 Determine the 

meaning of the words 

and phrases in a text 

relevant to a grade 2 

topic or subject area.

Materials

•	  sticky notes 

•	  Mentor Text, All About 

Manatees by Jim 

Arnosky

•	  What We Notice About 

Jim Arnosky’s Work 

chart from Lesson 2 

•	  Manatees Vocabulary 

(Research Notebook, 

pages x–y)

Students Will 

•	  Understand that 

important information 

related to the written 

words is conveyed in 

illustrations.

•	  Notice and name  

Jim Arnosky’s 

illustration process  

and techniques.

•	  Illustrate passages 

written by Jim Arnosky 

in a realistic manner 

that captures details.

CCSS 
RI.2.7 Explain how 

specific images (e.g. 

a diagram showing 

how a machine works) 

contribute to and clarify 

a text.

Materials

•	  big chart paper with 

page headings from 

Beachcombing: 

“Seashells,” “Crabs,” 

“A Coral Beach,”  

and so on.

•	  Launch Text, 

Beachcombing: 

Exploring the Seashore  

•	  Exploring Arnosky’s 

Illustrations (Research 

Notebook, pages x–y)

•	  What We Notice About 

Jim Arnosky’s Work 

chart from Lesson 1

•	  colored pencils, 

crayons

LESSON 2: Exploring Arnosky’s 

Illustrations

Studying Arnosky’s illustrations to prepare for creating 

images for the booklet.

With the Whole Class

•  Display the chart paper upon which you’ve written Beachcombing page headings. 

•  Have students vote for which section of Beachcombing to read aloud, using tally 

marks for their top three choices. To save time, you may want to do the voting  

earlier in the day, perhaps as they enter the room. 

•  Reread sections, based on students’ top choices and one of your own. 

•  Discuss how the illustrations contribute to the text. Pass around the copies of the 

book for students to refer to during discussion. Note that Arnosky generally covers 

a variety of species, and describes variations in shape, size, and color to show 

differences and similarities  

within species. 

•  Briefly review the details about 

Arnosky’s illustrations in the  

class’s What We Notice chart, and 

invite students to share thinking 

about the steps in Arnosky’s 

illustration process. (Responses 

might include: He walks outdoors… 

carefully observes with all his 

senses… notices colors…  

sketches in notebook.)

In Small Groups or Individually

•  Have students turn to the Exploring Arnosky’s Illustrations page and tell them they 

are going to apply what they’ve learned about Arnosky’s process to make their own 

detailed sketches. They will get to share their sketches with their classmates, and 

the sketches will help them get ready for booklets they will make later in the unit. 

•  As you circulate, look for students who are drawing in Arnosky’s realistic style, 

rather than more fantastical style (e.g., smiling animals). Work with individual 

students or pull together a small group of students who need additional support.

For Additional Support: Support students by reading aloud the turtle excerpts and 

explaining challenging vocabulary. Help students make decisions about whether they 

will do a single, large illustration with labels, or several smaller ones. Point out that 

Arnosky uses different views of the same animal (e.g., topside and underside of the 

Horseshoe Crab). Demonstrate how to sketch a turtle body. 

For Additional Challenge: Encourage students to compare and contrast the 

Beachcombing illustrations to a book on a similar subject illustrated in a different 

style (for example, in photographs). Have them list the pros and cons of both styles. 

Whole-Class Wrap-Up

Discuss how illustrations contribute to and clarify a text. Invite students to share 

their illustrations inspired by All About Turtles with the class.

LESSON 3: Approaching 

Challenging Vocabulary 

Studying how to figure out challenging words.

With the Whole Class

•  Introduce the Mentor Text, All About Manatees. Tell students that this next 

book is informative/explanatory because it gives information about manatees and 

explains things about them. It gives so much information, you will be reading it 

together over two days.

•  Encourage students to listen and 

look for things that can be added 

to the What We Notice About Jim 

Arnosky’s Work chart.

•  Read aloud the first half of the book, 

pausing to support comprehension 

by offering kid-friendly explanations 

of words. For example, you might 

say, “Captivity means when an 

animal is cared for by humans. It 

is not free and in the wild.” Other 

terms that may need explanation:

  •  coexisting: living side by side without problems

   •  thought-to-be-extinct: extinct is when a species has died out and there are 

no more of these animals alive on earth. Thought-to-be extinct is when we 

believe the animals are extinct, but because it is difficult to see them in the 

wild, it is possible there are a few of them left.

  • solitary: living by themselves, not in groups

  • reclusive: staying away from other animals

  • congregate: hanging out together in the same area

  • boulder: a large rock

  • agile: quick, expert movement

  • exhaling: letting their breath out

  • submerged: under water

•  After reading, go back to some pages and review the words that were unfamiliar 

to students. Ask them to repeat the word. Go over your child-friendly 

explanation of it. Ask students for additional ideas about the word. Give further 

examples and non-examples of the word in a sentence. For example, you might 

say, “Reclusive means they stay by themselves. They generally do not hang 

around and interact with other animals. Can you think of another example for 

reclusive?” 

•  After students share their examples of other reclusive animals, such as spiders, 

tigers, and jaguars, ask: “Can a person be reclusive? How is it different from 

being shy?”

Mentor Text

7

6

Exploring Arnosky’s Illustrations

1.  Read the descriptions from Arnosky’s All About Turtles. 

2. Choose one to illustrate on the next page.

3. Borrow ideas from Arnosky! 

Turtles are reptiles with shells. Like all reptiles, turtles 

cannot regulate their body temperature from within.  

They warm themselves by moving to a sunlit spot.  

They cool themselves by finding shade or, if they are 

aquatic, getting into water.

The huge shell of a sea turtle is actually thin and 

lightweight in proportion to the turtle’s heavy 

body. The large front flippers and muscular neck 

of a sea turtle cannot be drawn inside the shell. 

Sea turtles have flippers instead of legs. The long 

and powerful front flippers are used to paddle 

swiftly through the water. The wide hind flippers 

act as rudders for steering. 

Gopher Tortoises share their burrows with other animals, 

including rattlesnakes. Wherever you see a gopher 

tortoise, you must take care and watch all around.  

The tortoise could have a rattlesnake for a roommate!

 Research Notebook, pages x–y

INFORMATION IN ACTION
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Informative/Explanatory

UNIT 

3

READING AND RESEARCH

Students Will •	  Learn about the role of content-specific vocabulary. •	  Discuss how writers help readers figure out challenging words by providing clues to their meaning in the surrounding text.•	  Use context to infer the 
meaning of unfamiliar words with peers.

CCSS 
RI.2.1 Ask and answer 
such questions as who, 
what, where, when, why, 
and how to demonstrate 
understanding of key details in a text. ,RI.2.4 Determine the meaning of the words and phrases in a text relevant to a grade 2 topic or subject area.

Materials
•	  sticky notes •	  Mentor Text, All About 
Manatees by Jim Arnosky

•	  What We Notice About 
Jim Arnosky’s Work chart from Lesson 2 •	  Manatees Vocabulary (Research Notebook, pages x–y)

Students Will •	  Understand that important information related to the written words is conveyed in illustrations.•	  Notice and name  Jim Arnosky’s illustration process  and techniques.•	  Illustrate passages written by Jim Arnosky 
in a realistic manner that captures details.

CCSS 
RI.2.7 Explain how specific images (e.g. a diagram showing how a machine works) contribute to and clarify 

a text.

Materials
•	  big chart paper with page headings from Beachcombing: “Seashells,” “Crabs,” “A Coral Beach,”  and so on.•	  Launch Text, Beachcombing: Exploring the Seashore  •	  Exploring Arnosky’s Illustrations (Research Notebook, pages x–y)•	  What We Notice About 

Jim Arnosky’s Work chart from Lesson 1•	  colored pencils, crayons

LESSON 2: Exploring Arnosky’s 
IllustrationsStudying Arnosky’s illustrations to prepare for creating 

images for the booklet.With the Whole Class•  Display the chart paper upon which you’ve written Beachcombing page headings. 

•  Have students vote for which section of Beachcombing to read aloud, using tally 

marks for their top three choices. To save time, you may want to do the voting  

earlier in the day, perhaps as they enter the room. 

•  Reread sections, based on students’ top choices and one of your own. 

•  Discuss how the illustrations contribute to the text. Pass around the copies of the 

book for students to refer to during discussion. Note that Arnosky generally covers 

a variety of species, and describes variations in shape, size, and color to show 

differences and similarities  
within species. •  Briefly review the details about 

Arnosky’s illustrations in the  
class’s What We Notice chart, and 
invite students to share thinking 
about the steps in Arnosky’s 
illustration process. (Responses 
might include: He walks outdoors… 

carefully observes with all his 
senses… notices colors…  
sketches in notebook.)In Small Groups or Individually

•  Have students turn to the Exploring Arnosky’s Illustrations page and tell them they 

are going to apply what they’ve learned about Arnosky’s process to make their own 

detailed sketches. They will get to share their sketches with their classmates, and 

the sketches will help them get ready for booklets they will make later in the unit. 

•  As you circulate, look for students who are drawing in Arnosky’s realistic style, 

rather than more fantastical style (e.g., smiling animals). Work with individual 

students or pull together a small group of students who need additional support.

For Additional Support: Support students by reading aloud the turtle excerpts and 

explaining challenging vocabulary. Help students make decisions about whether they 

will do a single, large illustration with labels, or several smaller ones. Point out that 

Arnosky uses different views of the same animal (e.g., topside and underside of the 

Horseshoe Crab). Demonstrate how to sketch a turtle body. 

For Additional Challenge: Encourage students to compare and contrast the 

Beachcombing illustrations to a book on a similar subject illustrated in a different 

style (for example, in photographs). Have them list the pros and cons of both styles. 

Whole-Class Wrap-UpDiscuss how illustrations contribute to and clarify a text. Invite students to share 

their illustrations inspired by All About Turtles with the class.

LESSON 3: Approaching 
Challenging Vocabulary 

Studying how to figure out challenging words.

With the Whole Class•  Introduce the Mentor Text, All About Manatees. Tell students that this next 

book is informative/explanatory because it gives information about manatees and 

explains things about them. It gives so much information, you will be reading it 

together over two days.•  Encourage students to listen and 
look for things that can be added 
to the What We Notice About Jim 
Arnosky’s Work chart.•  Read aloud the first half of the book, 

pausing to support comprehension 
by offering kid-friendly explanations 

of words. For example, you might 
say, “Captivity means when an 
animal is cared for by humans. It 
is not free and in the wild.” Other 
terms that may need explanation:

  •  coexisting: living side by side without problems

   •  thought-to-be-extinct: extinct is when a species has died out and there are 

no more of these animals alive on earth. Thought-to-be extinct is when we 

believe the animals are extinct, but because it is difficult to see them in the 

wild, it is possible there are a few of them left.

  • solitary: living by themselves, not in groups

  • reclusive: staying away from other animals

  • congregate: hanging out together in the same area

  • boulder: a large rock  • agile: quick, expert movement
  • exhaling: letting their breath out

  • submerged: under water
•  After reading, go back to some pages and review the words that were unfamiliar 

to students. Ask them to repeat the word. Go over your child-friendly 

explanation of it. Ask students for additional ideas about the word. Give further 

examples and non-examples of the word in a sentence. For example, you might 

say, “Reclusive means they stay by themselves. They generally do not hang 

around and interact with other animals. Can you think of another example for 

reclusive?” •  After students share their examples of other reclusive animals, such as spiders, 

tigers, and jaguars, ask: “Can a person be reclusive? How is it different from 

being shy?”

Mentor Text

7

6

Exploring Arnosky’s Illustrations

1.  Read the descriptions from Arnosky’s All About Turtles. 

2. Choose one to illustrate on the next page.

3. Borrow ideas from Arnosky! 
Turtles are reptiles with shells. Like all reptiles, turtles 
cannot regulate their body temperature from within.  
They warm themselves by moving to a sunlit spot.  
They cool themselves by finding shade or, if they are 
aquatic, getting into water.

The huge shell of a sea turtle is actually thin and 

lightweight in proportion to the turtle’s heavy 

body. The large front flippers and muscular neck 

of a sea turtle cannot be drawn inside the shell. 

Sea turtles have flippers instead of legs. The long 

and powerful front flippers are used to paddle 

swiftly through the water. The wide hind flippers 

act as rudders for steering. Gopher Tortoises share their burrows with other animals, 

including rattlesnakes. Wherever you see a gopher 

tortoise, you must take care and watch all around.  

The tortoise could have a rattlesnake for a roommate!

 Research Notebook, pages x–y
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Project-based instruction to help kids REAd, 
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Item # Title your 
Price*

BBI548643 Literacy Plus Theme Pack, Being a Friend: Grade K $44.99

BBI548642 Literacy Plus Theme Pack, Feelings: Grade K $44.99

BBI548934 Literacy Plus Theme Pack, Health & Wellness: Grade K $44.99

BBI548935 Literacy Plus Theme Pack, STEM: Grade K $44.99

BBI548933 Literacy Plus Theme Pack, True Stories: Grade K $44.99

BBI548937 Literacy Plus Theme Pack, Health & Wellness: Grade 1 $44.99

BBI548646 Literacy Plus Theme Pack, Health & Wellness: Grade 2 $44.99

BBI548647 Literacy Plus Theme Pack, Space (Nonfiction): Grade 2 $44.99

BBI548938 Literacy Plus Theme Pack, Stories with a Moral: Grade 2 $44.99

BBI548940 Literacy Plus Theme Pack, Health & Wellness: Grade 3 $54.99

BBI548941 Literacy Plus Theme Pack, Sports (Nonfiction): Grade 3 $54.99

BBI549059 Literacy Plus Theme Pack, Amazing Animals: Grade 4 $54.99

BBI548651 Literacy Plus Theme Pack, Health & Wellness: Grade 4 $54.99

BBI549060 Literacy Plus Theme Pack, Eye of the Artist (Nonfiction): Grade 4 $54.99

BBI549062 Literacy Plus Theme Pack, Dealing with Change: Grade 5 $54.99

BBI549063 Literacy Plus Theme Pack, Arts/Creative/Music: Grade 5 $54.99

BBI548652 Literacy Plus Theme Pack, Bullying: Grade 5 $54.99

BBI549064 Literacy Plus Theme Pack, Health & Wellness: Grade 5 $54.99

scholastic.com/literacyPlus

Turnkey lessons PACKEd wITh FUN!

Literacy Plus provides the turnkey resources you need to 
supplement your K-5 summer school curriculum—giving 
your students the boost they need for future success!

Literacy Plus packs give you everything needed to implement 
engaging small group activities—including books, discussion 
questions, reading tips, and a variety of hands-on activities 
to promote student engagement and inquiry!

Each Literacy Plus Theme Pack contains 5 copies of 
3 high-interest books with title-specific, one-hour 
lesson plans—perfect for summer school sessions! The 
lessons are simple to execute by both novice and veteran 
instructors and require little to no preparation time.

Additional options are available; while supplies last! Please contact us for details.!

During Reading (continued)

TM ® & © Scholastic Inc. All rights reserved. The Magic School Bus Takes a Moonwalk by Joanna Cole, illustrated by Carolyn Bracken. Copyright © 2004 by Joanna Cole and Bruce Degen. Published by Scholastic Inc.

•	 What hint does the author give that the children 

are going to go into space? (Ms. Frizzle says, “This 

trip hasn’t gotten off the ground yet.”)
•	 Look at pages 8–9. Where is the school bus? (It has 

turned into a rocket ship.)•	 What do we learn about the moon from Keesha’s 

paper? (The moon doesn’t make its own light.)

3. Read pages 10–13: Ask: •	 Why do the children need air tanks? (There isn’t 

much air on the moon. Air tanks help them breathe.) 

•	 Look at the pictures of Mr. Cox. Think about what 

he says and does. How does he feel now? (He is 

excited about being on the moon.) 
•	 Why are the children jumping high on the moon? 

(There is less gravity. That makes the children lighter.)

4. Read pages 14–17. Ask:•	 Who put a flag on the moon? (astronauts) 

•	 What does “One small step for man, one giant leap 

for mankind” mean? (Neil Armstrong took a step on 

the moon. His small step showed how far people had 

come to be able to send a rocket to the moon.) 

5. Read aloud pages 18–23. Ask:
•	 When does the rocket ship turn into something 

new? (after Mr. Cox disappears) What does it turn 

into? Explain why. (It turns into a moon buggy so the 

class can search for Mr. Cox.)•	 Phoebe is worried her Dad is on the dark side. What 

does that mean? How do you know? (Carlos’ paper 

tells us one side of the moon always faces away from 

Earth. Ms. Frizzle says that it is night on that side.)

•	 Look at pages 20–21. Find a picture clue that shows 

where Mr. Cox is and who first sees him. (A speech 

bubble pointing into the crater shows that someone 

below is singing. Arnold is looking into a crater.)

•	 How does the class get Mr. Cox out of the crater? 

(The children throw him a rope and pull him out.) 

6. Read pages 24–29. Say: Look at the pictures and 

listen to the text. Ask:•	 What happens to the rocket ship when it reaches 

land? (It turns into a hay wagon and takes the class 

for a hayride. Then it turns back into a bus and takes 

them back to school.) 

•	 Why is a harvest moon helpful to farmers? Read 

Phoebe’s paper titled “Shining On” for a hint. (It rises 

earlier in the evening in the fall and shines longer. The 

light helps farmers see so they can harvest their fields.)

•	 How did Mr. Cox change from the beginning of the 

story? Point to illustrations that help you. (At the 

beginning, Phoebe said her dad doesn’t like fun. Mr. 

Cox looked worried at the farm and in the rocket ship. 

After he got to the moon, he was smiling and singing 

and didn’t want to leave. He learned to have fun.) 

7. Read aloud the moon facts on page 30. Ask:

•	 Are the ideas on this page true or made-up? (true) 

Why did the author put them in the book? (to teach 

facts about the moon) Where else in the book are 

there moon facts? (in the children’s papers)After Reading 

30 min

CONNECT TO MOVEMENT: Walk on the Moon

Assign small groups, and have children review illustrations 

to recall what can be seen on the moon. Ask them to 

think about walking over bumps and into craters and how 

they can walk to show they are lighter on the moon. Tell 

children that as they practice their imaginary moonwalks, 

they should pretend to see interesting things that an 

astronaut might see on the moon. When they do their 

moonwalks for the class, they should point to and explain 

what they pretend to see to the other children. Provide 

time for each group to act out an imaginary moonwalk.Wrap Up 

5 min

Discuss what children enjoyed and learned from reading 

the story. Invite them to share the part of the story they 

found most fun or interesting. Ask: •	 What things did the class do on the moon that you 

would enjoy doing? (Answers will vary.)
•	 The book was imaginary, but told some facts about 

the moon. What is something you learned about 

the moon? (Possible answer: One side always faces 

Earth. On the other side, it is always night.)

Scholastic_LFP_MagicSchoolBus.indd   2
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Item Number: 612387

THE MAGIC SCHOOL BUS 

TAKES A MOONWALK

By Joanna Cole

Before Reading 

5 min

1. Have children look at the front and back covers of the book and read 

aloud the title. Say: 

•	 The title of this book is The Magic School Bus Takes a Moonwalk. How might 

a magic school bus be different from a regular school bus? (It might go 

to special places and do special things.) Use the title of the book and the 

pictures on the front and back covers to predict what this book will be 

about. (Children travel to the moon on a magic school bus.) 

•	 Ask: Could children actually go on a school trip to the moon? (no) Is this 

a true story or an imaginary story? (imaginary) What clues did you use to 

decide? (the word magic; the pictures, including the lizard in a space suit) 

Note: This book does not contain page numbers. You may want to number 

the pages yourself (starting with #1 on the title page) to make it easier to 

follow the instructions below. 

2. Point to the illustration opposite the title page. Explain that Ms. Frizzle is 

the children’s teacher and that Liz is a lizard and the class pet. Then have 

children look at the title page. Ask: 

•	 What do you see below the title? (drawings and names of children) What do 

you notice about the children? (They’re different sizes, shapes, and skin colors.)

During Reading 

20 min

1. Read pages 2–5. Have children follow along as you read aloud. Tell them to 

look at the pictures. Point to speech bubbles beside the characters. Ask:

•	 What are these? (speech bubbles) What do they tell us? (what characters are 

saying) Where is the text of the story? (in the yellow boxes at the top) Say: 

Look at the part of the page that looks like notebook paper. What is this? (an 

assignment that one of the children did)

•	 Why is Ms. Frizzle taking the children to the farm? (to look at the moon and 

go on a hayride)

2. Read pages 6–9. Tell students to look at all the parts of the pages to figure 

out answers to your questions. Say: 

•	 Look at the picture on page 6. Do you think Phoebe’s father is enjoying the 

trip? Explain. (No. He looks unhappy. He thinks they’re in the wrong place.) 

•	 Why do the children get back in the bus? (They can’t see the moon because of 

the clouds.) 

Theme:  

Nonfiction (Space)

LINK TO COMMON CORE  

SPEAKING AND LISTENING 

STANDARD 2 (Grades K–2):  

Ask and answer questions 

about key details in a text 

read aloud or information 

presented orally.

OBJECTIVE:

Children will use text and 

illustrations to answer who, 

what, when, where, why, and 

how questions about a book.

MATERIALS NEEDED:

•	 The Magic School Bus Takes 

a Moonwalk

VITAL VOCABULARY:

•	 Hayride

•	 Cloud

•	 Gravity

•	 Astronaut

•	 Crater

•	 Harvest

Grades K–2

Scholastic_LFP_MagicSchoolBus.indd   1
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Item # Title your 
Price*

BBI587109 Scholastic Literacy Events, Summer Reading: Grade K $399.00

BBI587110 Scholastic Literacy Events, Summer Reading: Grade 1 $399.00

BBI587112 Scholastic Literacy Events, Summer Reading: Grade 2 $399.00

BBI587113 Scholastic Literacy Events, Summer Reading: Grade 3 $399.00

BBI587114 Scholastic Literacy Events, Summer Reading: Grade 4 $399.00

BBI587115 Scholastic Literacy Events, Summer Reading: Grade 5 $399.00

scholastic.com/literacyEvents

Set the stage for FAMIly 
ENGAGEMENT this summer!

Kick off your summer learning program with Dr. Karen Mapp Presents 
Scholastic Literacy Events Summer Reading!

This invaluable resource contains everything you need to implement a highly 
interactive literacy event for the children and families participating in your 
summer school initiative! 

Carrying out this event helps build a culture of literacy at home that will raise 
academic achievement, both during the current summer school session and beyond!

Grades 

K-5
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Each kit includes:

Teacher Resources

•	 Planning Guide
•	 3 Books for the                            

classroom library
•	 Activity Cards
•	 Poster and Banners

Family Take-home Resources 
(bundled for 30 families)

•	 Family Tip Sheet
•	 Participation Certificate
•	 3 Take-Home Books



scholastic.com/literacyEvents

Set the stage for FAMIly 
ENGAGEMENT this summer!

Grades 

K-5
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Item # Title your 
Price*

BBI586257 Smart Practice Workbook Kindergarten: Ages 4-5 $11.24
BBI586252 Smart Practice Workbook First Grade: Ages 5-6 $11.24
BBI586253 Smart Practice Workbook Second Grade: Ages 6-7 $11.24
BBI586254 Smart Practice Workbook Third Grade: Ages 7-8 $11.24
BBI586256 Smart Practice Workbook Fourth Grade: Ages 8-9 $11.24
BBI586255 Smart Practice Workbook Fifth Grade: Ages 9-10 $11.24

scholastic.com

Each colorful, grade-specific workbook includes age-
appropriate activities to help students master critical 
skills in reading, grammar, writing, vocabulary, math, 
and more! 

Every workbook contains over 300 pages plus ready-
to-use flash cards to boost essential vocabulary. Ideal 
for use at home and during summer school sessions, 
these workbooks will engage students while providing 
the support they need to practice and master key 
concepts and skills.

Kids have fun while PRACTICING 
ESSENTIAl SKIllS!
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making inferences

A Fly and a Flea in a Flue
A fly and a flea in a flue

Were imprisoned, so what could they do?

Said the fly, “Let us flee!”

“Let us fly!” said the flea,

And they flew through a flaw in the flue.

— Anonymous

In the next poem, a frog’s question 
gets a centipede so confused she loses 
her ability to walk.

the Puzzled Centipede
A centipede was happy quite

Until a frog in fun

Said, “Pray, which leg comes after which?”

This raised her mind to such a pitch,

She lay distracted in the ditch

Considering how to run.

— Anonymous

The last poem is the story of a flea 
and a fly who are trapped in a flue—a 
pipe inside a chimney.

Written by Anonymous
Many famous poems and songs were signed 

“Anonymous.” Who is this mysterious writer? 

Well, the truth is that anonymous means 

“unknown.” Poems are signed anonymous when 

the true author is unknown.

the Weather
Whether the weather be fine

Or whether the weather be not, 

Whether the weather be cold

Or whether the weather be hot, 

We’ll weather the weather

Whatever the weather,

Whether we like it or not.

— Anonymous

the Joke
The joke you just told isn’t funny one bit.

It’s pointless and dull, wholly lacking in wit.

It’s so old and stale, it’s beginning to smell!

Besides, it’s the one I was going to tell.

— Anonymous

In this poem, Anonymous makes fun of a 
friend’s joke in a mocking tone.

In the following poem, 
Anonymous is in an upbeat mood, 
juggling sound-alike words. And 
Anonymous manages to say 
something meaningful, too.

11
initial consonants

walk yes

vote

vet

zap

quail

yam

quit

will

zoo

Color 
Key

If the word begins like Color the jellybean

Purple

Blue

Red

Green

Yellow
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making inferences

Fill in the letter with the best answer for each question. 

1. In “The Weather,” you can infer that the poet believes  
that people should 

A dress properly for bad weather.

B try to get away from bad weather.

C learn to accept all sorts of weather.

D  pay attention to predictions about bad weather.

2. In “The Joke,” you can infer that the poet felt

A pleased. C upset.

B happy. D kind.

3. In “The Puzzled Centipede,” you can infer that  
the reason the centipede can’t walk is

A she has broken all her legs.

B she feels the frog has insulted her.

C she is ashamed of her many legs.

D she is too confused to move.

4. Compared to the frog, the centipede has

A lots of spots. C a huge head.

B many legs. D tiny eyes.

5. The fly and the flea managed to escape because 

A a larger insect carried them off.

B rain washed them down the water spout.

C they found a hole in the chimney pipe.

D a human being opened the flue.

10
initial consonants

H

CG

DJ

SFP

V

Name each picture. Write the letter it begins with.  
Connect the dots in the order of your answers. 
What picture did you make?

1. ______  

2. ______  

3. ______  

4. ______

5. ______  

6. ______

7. ______ 

8. ______

9. ______
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Grades 

K-5



Scholastic’s My Books Summer Take-Home Packs encourage at-home reading during 
summer breaks, providing the continuous independent reading practice that is so 
essential to sustaining academic achievement.

Scholastic’s My Books Summer Take-home Packs help stop the summer slide by:

•	 Providing access to books by offering fiction and nonfiction titles along with 
activities to promote independent reading while reinforcing key learning skills

•	 Engaging families by giving parents and caregivers the resources they need to 
boost the literacy skills of all children while they’re outside of the classroom

Components of Scholastic’s My Books Summer Take-home Packs include:

Item # Title your 
Price*

BBI556928 Take-Home Pack: Grade K Fiction/Nonfiction (10 books) $36.95

BBI556934 Take-Home Pack: Grade 1 Fiction/Nonfiction (10 books) $36.95

BBI556940 Take-Home Pack: Grade 2 Fiction/Nonfiction (10 books) $36.95

BBI556944 Take-Home Pack: Grade 3 Fiction/Nonfiction (10 books) $36.95

BBI556947 Take-Home Pack: Grade 4 Fiction/Nonfiction (10 books) $36.95

BBI556952 Take-Home Pack: Grade 5 Fiction/Nonfiction (10 books) $36.95

BBI556955 Take-Home Pack: Grade 6 Fiction/Nonfiction (10 books) $36.95

BBI556959 Take-Home Pack: Grade 7 Fiction/Nonfiction (10 books) $36.95

BBI556962 Take-Home Pack: Grade 8 Fiction/Nonfiction (10 books) $36.95
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620754

by Kathleen V. Kudlinksi  illustrated by S.D. Schindler

Boy, Were We Wrong About Dinosaurs!

Circle It  
In the past, people believed many things about dinosaurs that we 
now know are wrong.  As scientists learn more, ideas about dinosaurs 
change.  Read each pair of sentences below. Circle the correct 
sentence in each pair. Look back at the book for information you need. 

1.  Fossil bones came from dragons. 
Fossil bones came from dinosaurs.

2.  Iguanadon had a spike on its nose. 
Iguanadon had spiky hands.

3.  Dinosaurs’ legs were straight under them. 
Dinosaurs’ legs stuck out like lizards’ legs. 

4.  Dinosaurs tails stuck straight out. 
Dinosaurs dragged their tails on the ground.  

5.  Small dinosaurs probably had feathers.   
All dinosaurs had scaly skin.

6.  Big dinosaurs had colors and patterns. 
Big dinosaurs were gray like elephants.

7.  Mother dinosaurs never saw their babies. 
Some dinosaurs took care of their babies. 

Explain It 
Choose one pair of sentences from above. Explain how scientists 
figured out that the wrong guess was wrong. Use details from the  
book to explain. Write your ideas on another paper. 

scholastic.com/MyBooksSummer

SToP ThE SUMMER SlIdE with books 
for independent reading practice!

Summer Reading

Program Guide

high-quality, engaging 
fiction and nonfiction 
Books that promote 
background knowledge, 
encourage thinking 
skills, and motivate 
children to read 
independently. 

Two-sided, title-specific 
Think Sheet for each book 
with activities to boost 
reading skills, develop 
writing proficiency, and 
foster parental involvement. 

An age-appropriate 
Journal to encourage 
writing, reflection, and 
family engagement. 

our downloadable 
Administrator Guide 
offers everything you need 
to plan and implement your 
summer reading take-home 
program.

Many additional options and grade levels are available. 

Please contact us for details.
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Grades 

K-8
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978-0-545-83373-8

10 Things I Can Do  
to Help My World

by Melanie Walsh

What can you turn off to save energy?  
Circle those things. 

light plant

tap TV

computer bird feeder

Read each clue. Write the word that goes with the clue.  
Use words from the box above. 

1. Put this out in winter to help the birds. 

2. Grow this to help keep the air clean. 

3. Turn this off to save water. 
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978-0-545-83378-3

Turtle Splash!  
Countdown at the Pond

by Cathryn Falwell

Answer each question. Use the book for help. 

1. What animal startled the turtle? 

2. What animal scampered by? 

3. What animal quacked? 

4. What animal chirped in a tree? 

These word pairs are in the story.  
Each pair of words starts with the same letter.  
Write the missing letter in each word. 

  imid    urtle

  abbit    ustles

  ucklings    ive

  etting    un TM
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978-0-545-69571-8 

Blackout
by John Rocco

What were people in the story doing BefoRe the blackout?  
What did they do AfTeR the lights went out?  
Use words or pictures to fill in the chart.  
one example has been done for you.

Before the lights went out After the lights went out

talked on the phone played board games
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by Kathleen V. Kudlinksi  illustrated by S.D. Schindler

Boy, Were We Wrong About Dinosaurs!

Circle It  
In the past, people believed many things about dinosaurs that we 
now know are wrong.  As scientists learn more, ideas about dinosaurs 
change.  Read each pair of sentences below. Circle the correct 
sentence in each pair. Look back at the book for information you need. 

1.  Fossil bones came from dragons. 
Fossil bones came from dinosaurs.

2.  Iguanadon had a spike on its nose. 
Iguanadon had spiky hands.

3.  Dinosaurs’ legs were straight under them. 
Dinosaurs’ legs stuck out like lizards’ legs. 

4.  Dinosaurs tails stuck straight out. 
Dinosaurs dragged their tails on the ground.  

5.  Small dinosaurs probably had feathers.   
All dinosaurs had scaly skin.

6.  Big dinosaurs had colors and patterns. 
Big dinosaurs were gray like elephants.

7.  Mother dinosaurs never saw their babies. 
Some dinosaurs took care of their babies. 

Explain It 
Choose one pair of sentences from above. Explain how scientists 
figured out that the wrong guess was wrong. Use details from the  
book to explain. Write your ideas on another paper. 
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by Denise Lewis Patrick  pictures by John Ward

The Car Washing Street 

Matthew and his neighbors had a lot of fun.  What started the fun?   
What kept it going?  A cause is the reason something happens.   
An effect is what happens as a result.  Use the boxes below to write 
about causes and effects in the story.  

Why did it happen? 

Why did it happen? 

Why did it happen? 

Why did it happen? 

What happened?

What happened?

What happened?

What happened?

Junior Boy accidentally 
sprayed Mr. Henry  
with the hose.

CAUSE   

Mr. Henry splashed 
Junior Boy with a 
bucket full of water.

EffECT

Diary of a Worm
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978-0-545-83389-9

Adventure According to Humphrey
by Betty G. Birney

When you read a story, you get to know the characters by  
the things they say and do. Think of what you learned about  
Humphrey, the main character. Then look at the words in  
the Word Bank. These are adjectives—words that describe  
a person, place, or thing. Choose three adjectives that  
describe Humphrey. Write each word in the chart. Give  
an example from the story of a way that word fits Humphrey.  
For example, if you choose brave, write about a way that  
Humphrey was brave.

Adjective Example
1.

2.

3.

Extra! On a separate sheet of paper, use the information from your chart to write 
a paragraph about Humphrey. Tell what he is like and why you describe him  
that way. 

Word Bank
adventurous

curious
rude
brave
kind

smart
careless

observant
thoughtful
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978-0-545-83393-6

I Survived the Japanese Tsunami, 2011
by Lauren Tarshis

Ben had to fight the feeling of panic and stay clear-headed if he was going to 
survive. What memories of his dad helped Ben get through the earthquake and 
tsunami? Write your responses from Ben’s point of view.

Cherry Tree Symbolism 
A cherry tree is shown on the first page of each chapter. What meaning do you 
think the cherry tree has for each of these characters?

Harry: 

Ojisan: 

Ben: 

During the earthquake,  
I remembered that Dad

During the tsunami,  
I remembered that Dad
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978-0-545-83396-7

Stay Alive: Breakdown
by Joseph Monninger

In this book, an old van breaks down in the middle of nowhere. The campers who are 
riding it face great danger. They have to figure out how to survive. Name some of the 
problems the campers faced and what choices they made. Use details from the book. 

Problem 1: The bus driver decided to 
walk back to the camp by himself and 
told the campers to stay with the bus. 

What they did:

Problem 2: What they did:

Problem 3: What they did:

Problem 4: What they did:

Problem 5: What they did:

Now, give an example of a bad choice they made from the list above. Why do you think it 
was bad?

Give an example of a good choice from the list above. Why do you think it was good?
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978-0-545-83397-4

Cyberbullying
by Lucia Raatma

Suppose a friend of yours was cyberbullied. What advice from the book might you offer 
to convince your friend that he or she wasn’t at fault? Fill in the sample letter below using 
information from the book.

Dear ,

 I was very sorry to hear about what happened to you on the Internet. But you  

shouldn’t blame yourself. You are a victim of a special kind of bullying—cyberbullying. 

Cyberbullying is when  

. 

 It has happened to many innocent people. For example,   

 

. 

 Cyberbullying can make its victims feel  

. 

 But you have rights. There are things you can do. First, there are ways to make it 

stop. One way is to get the help of . 

Together, you can  

. 

 You can also learn ways to protect yourself on the Internet. In the future,  

 

. 

 It’s also important to take care of yourself. To make yourself feel better, you can 

.

 Don’t forget: You’re not alone, and nobody deserves to be a victim! 

Your friend, 
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“Akitas are known for their intelligence, loyalty, and extreme 
devotion,” the Professor tells Yasua. Hachiko has these qualities—
and so does the Professor.
Fill in the chart below with examples that show how each character demonstrates 
these traits. 

     Hachiko Waits
By Lesléa Newman  Illustrated by Machiyo Kodaira

Hachi The Professor

Intelligence

Loyalty

Extreme 
Devotion

Why is this book titled Hachiko Waits? What is important about 

Hachiko’s waiting? Use evidence from the text to explain.
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978-0-545-83400-1

Hold Fast
by Blue Balliett

Words make up a very important part of Hold Fast. Use the book to answer the following questions. 

1.  What evidence does the author give in the beginning of the book to show that reading is a big 
part of the family’s life? 

2.  Why might the author have started most of the chapters with a definition? Why does Early 
Pearl love them so much? 

3.  How does Dashel’s love of words and books help him cope with his hard upbringing? 

4.  How do Jubie and Early use words to solve the mystery? 

5.  The name of the book comes from a poem by Langston Hughes (see page 42). Do they follow 
Hughes’s advice? If so, how?
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978-0-545-69560-2

I Dreamed of Flying Like a Bird 
by Robert B. Haas

The author of this book says that taking aerial photographs is his dream job. But not every part of what 
he describes is very “dreamy.” Use details from the text to fill in the chart below.

Best parts of his job Worst parts of his job
1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

5. 5.

6. 6.

7. 7.

8. 8.

9. 9.

10. 10.

Suppose the author of the book wanted to train you to become an aerial photographer, just like him. 
Would you jump at the chance, or would you say “no thanks?” Use evidence from the book and the chart 
above to write him a letter about your decision. Tell him what parts of the job you would most like and 
most dislike. Use a separate sheet of paper for your letter.  TM
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978-0-545-83420-9

Three Times Lucky
by Sheila Turnage

Using Your Senses 
One of the most powerful ways that authors make a story come alive is by using the five senses to make 
readers feel connected to the place they’re reading about and the characters who live there. Look 
through the book to find at least two examples of words, phrases, or sentences that use each of the 
following senses. As you do this, think about how they helped you imagine Mo and her town. 

Sense Example 1 Example 2

Touch

Hearing

Seeing

Smelling

Taste

Write a paragraph describing the world Mo lives in. Use another sheet of paper if you need more space.

Grade 1 Take-home Pack

Grade 3 Take-home Pack

Grade 5 Take-home Pack

Grade 7 Take-home Pack

Grade K Take-home Pack

Grade 2 Take-home Pack

Grade 4 Take-home Pack

Grade 6 Take-home Pack

Grade 8 Take-home Pack

Fiction/Nonfiction 10-Books
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978-0-545-69559-6

Heat
by Mike Lupica

over the course of the novel Heat, readers get to know a lot about its main character, Michael Arroyo. 
Use the text to answer the following questions.

1. What are five things that matter deeply to Michael? 

2. What are five things that cause problems for Michael? 

3. In the book, it says, “Papi always used to tell him and Carlos that anybody could get knocked down, it 
was how you picked yourself up that was important.” (page 91) Does Michael follow this advice? If so, how?

4.  even though Michael has lost his father, he still has support from a surprisingly large number of 
people. Name three people who help him and how they do it. 

    1. 

    2. 

    3. 

5. Would you want to be Michael’s friend in real life? Why or why not? 
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978-0-545-83427-8

The Revolution of Evelyn Serrano
by Sonia Manzano

One characteristic of good novel writing is its tightness. That means, how quickly the author can give the 
reader not only a sense of the setting and the main characters, but also, to introduce conflicts that the 
main character will have to face. In this novel, author Sonia Manzano manages to accomplish many of 
these goals in a single day. Revisit the first three chapters. Then answer the following questions using 
evidence from the text. 

1. What is the first emotion Evelyn feels in the book? 

2. Why doesn’t Evelyn want to do what her mother wants?

3.  Describe Mami’s style of home decoration. What does it tell you about her personality? What Puerto 
Rican expression does Evelyn use to describe it? 

4. How old is Evelyn and why does she call herself Evelyn? 

5.  What new activity does Evelyn start on that day? What is it like? 

6.  What kind of conversation takes place between Evelyn’s mother and the visitor? 

7.  How does the visitor’s arrival impact Evelyn? 

Extra! On a separate sheet of paper, write two or three paragraphs answering this question:  
What can you infer about Evelyn from the first three chapters? 
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978-0-545-69556-5

The Red Pyramid
by Rick Riordan 

Sadie and Carter are caught in a war between different egyptian gods. Make your own trading cards 
that depict two of their most powerful friends and two of their most powerful enemies. 

 FRIENDS ENEMIES
Name

God or goddess of

Appearance

 

Special powers 

Weaknesses 

fun fact

(Draw your own picture.)

Name

God or goddess of

Appearance

 

Special powers 

Weaknesses 

fun fact

(Draw your own picture.)

Name

God or goddess of

Appearance

 

Special powers 

Weaknesses 

fun fact

(Draw your own picture.)

Name

God or goddess of

Appearance

 

Special powers 

Weaknesses 

fun fact

(Draw your own picture.)
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Write a News Article or Broadcast
Guts is an example of autobiographical writing. That means that the author, Gary Paulsen, wrote true stories 
about his own life. Reinvent one story from Guts as a newspaper article or the script for a TV news broadcast.
First, answer each question below with the most important details from the text. Then, use your answers and 
other text evidence to craft your report.

Who did this story happen to? __________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Where did it happen? ________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

 

When did it happen? _________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

 

What is the main or most important thing that happened? ___________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

 

Why or how did it happen? ____________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

My news article or broadcast script:
___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Guts 
by Gary Paulsen

620743  
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The 2016 Scholastic Summer Reading Challenge helps kids:

•	 Track their reading minutes all summer on a virtual map
•	 Participate in fun, online activities related to books and reading
•	 Earn virtual rewards by meeting weekly reading goals
•	 Chat with fellow readers on safe, student-oriented                                    

message boards
•	 Participate in fun sweepstakes
•	 And much more

Be a REAdING SUPERhERo!

FREE online activities that keep 
kids reading all summer long!

scholastic.com/Summer

Your students are invited to join the 10th annual Scholastic Summer Reading Challenge! 
Kids can join children around the world to log summer reading minutes to set a new 
World Record. During the summer of 2015, Scholastic inspired more than 1.4 million 
kids in the U.S. and 27 other countries to log over 286 million minutes of reading! 

To help motivate kids to keep reading throughout the 18 weeks of summer 
(May 9-September 9), we’ve invited 18 Scholastic authors to create their 
own personalized “How I Became a Reading Superhero” story. Each week, 
kids can unlock a fill-in-the-blank story and learn fun facts about some of 
their favorite authors!
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**State law requires that sales tax be added to your order unless we 
have a “sales tax exemption certificate” on file. If tax has been added 
to your order and you are exempt from sales tax, please fax your 
“sales tax exemption certificate” to 800-560-6815 or mail to 
Scholastic Inc. 2931 E. McCarty Street, Jefferson City, MO, 65101.

* prices guaranteed through 8/31/16.

NEED HELP ORDERING?
Please call:

800-387-1437 to 
speak with a Summer 
Solutions Specialist

Or fax your order to:
800-560-6815

Or mail your order to:
Scholastic Inc.
P.O. Box 7502

Jefferson City, MO 65102
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School/District  Title
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City      State                  Zip Code

Email (optional) By providing your email address, you are 
permitting Scholastic Inc. to send you information via electronic mail.

BILL TO (if different from above):
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School/District  Title

Address

City      State                  Zip Code

PAYMENT METHOD:

 Payment enclosed (Payment must accompany 
all orders from individuals without academic affiliation.)

 Charge to credit card 
To guarantee that your information is secure, please 
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Summer Solutions!



2315 Dean Street, Suite 600, St. Charles, IL 60175

SUMMER

Books that will keep your students reading All SUMMER loNG!

Developed by master teachers 
Dr. Jeffrey Wilhelm and Laura Robb, 
this highly engaging summer school 
curriculum offers high-interest 
nonfiction in both print and digital 
formats. Rich interactivity and exciting 
multimedia content is organized into 
five high-interest topical strands 
based on science, history, and social 
studies. XBOOKS Summer introduces 
technology to the classroom and to 
the home with a simple setup—all you 
need is an internet connection!

Grades 

6-7

COMing SOOn!

Please contact us for details!
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